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Code No: 58106                                           Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February-2015 
VEHICLE TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Which one is a type of transport organizations?       [         ] 

A) Public transport      B) Private Transport  
C) Goods transport      D) All the above 

 
2.        To get the license to drive transport vehicle one should have license for at least  [ ] 
      A) one year of light motor vehicle             B) one year of medium commercial vehicle 
      C) two years of medium commercial vehicle D) one year of heavy commercial vehicle 
 
3. Identify a Highway passenger carrier from the following      [         ]  

A) S.R.M.T       B) Autos  
C) Taxis       D) Buses  

 
4.       A new bus has been inducted into a transport fleet where it should run first?   [ ] 
     A) muffusial route    B) city service 
     C) interstate express service   D) on contract for private parties 
 
5.        In route planning which one is not a relevant data      [ ] 
     A) population      B) VIP’s location 
     C) geographical area in hectares  D) number of stops in a route 
 
6.       Which of the following is a truly democratic form of ownership?    [ ] 
     A) private Ltd  B) Public Ltd       C) partnership D) co-operative 
 
7.    Which one of the following is not a part of concessional fare systems in city passenger transport     
         systems?            [ ] 
    A) Concessional fare for temple goers B) Cheap fares for physically challenged 
    C) Fares for school / college students D) Travel as you like fare 
  
8.      A learning driving license issued in particular state is      [ ] 
    A) Valid only for that state   B) valid throughout India except Jammu & Kashmir 
    C) Valid throughout India  D) valid in both Tamil Nadu and Kerala 
 
9.      The main objectives of maintenance and service are      [ ] 
    A) To operate in an efficient manner        B) To operate in safe manner                    
    C) To promote service providers                D) To increase operating cost  
 
10.    The interval between arrival and departure at the terminal is known as   [ ] 
    A) Layover time  B) journey time    C) frequency D) round journey time 
            Cont…..2 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.       The partner who does not take any active part in business is known as ____________.                
 
12.        Bus scheduling is defined as ___________ to be operated/ performed by a bus during the day. 
       
13.  The decreasing rate of charge as the distance travelled increases is _______________________ 

method. 
 
14.  As per the MV Act 1988, the minimum age for a driver to drive a transport vehicle in any public 

place is_____________. 
 
15.       Renewal of certificate of registration is valid for a period of ______________ years. 
 
16.       ____________ duty calls for joining the duty on the first time in any working day and relieving   
            the duty for the particular crew at the end of duty on the same duty. 
 
17.       Father of scientific management is _______________. 
 
18.      The major factor contributing to road accidents is _________________ 
 
19.      A _____________________ is a subset of supply chain management concerning transportation  
           operations and may be part of an enterprise resource planning system. 
 
20.      As per Automobile Association (AA) garage plan, the sign used to indicate large garages consists of            
            _______________ 
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February-2015 
VEHICLE TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.       A new bus has been inducted into a transport fleet where it should run first?   [ ] 
     A) muffusial route    B) city service 
     C) interstate express service   D) on contract for private parties 
 
2.        In route planning which one is not a relevant data      [ ] 
     A) population      B) VIP’s location 
     C) geographical area in hectares  D) number of stops in a route 
 
3.       Which of the following is a truly democratic form of ownership?    [ ] 
     A) private Ltd  B) Public Ltd       C) partnership D) co-operative 
 
4.    Which one of the following is not a part of concessional fare systems in city passenger transport     
         systems?            [ ] 
    A) Concessional fare for temple goers B) Cheap fares for physically challenged 
    C) Fares for school / college students D) Travel as you like fare 
  
5.      A learning driving license issued in particular state is      [ ] 
    A) Valid only for that state   B) valid throughout India except Jammu & Kashmir 
    C) Valid throughout India  D) valid in both Tamil Nadu and Kerala 
 
6.      The main objectives of maintenance and service are      [ ] 
    A) To operate in an efficient manner        B) To operate in safe manner                    
    C) To promote service providers                D) To increase operating cost  
 
7.       The interval between arrival and departure at the terminal is known as   [ ] 
     A) Layover time  B) journey time    C) frequency D) round journey time 
 
8.  Which one is a type of transport organizations?       [         ] 

A) Public transport      B) Private Transport  
C) Goods transport      D) All the above 

 
9.        To get the license to drive transport vehicle one should have license for at least  [ ] 
      A) one year of light motor vehicle             B) one year of medium commercial vehicle 
      C) two years of medium commercial vehicle D) one year of heavy commercial vehicle 
 
10. Identify a Highway passenger carrier from the following      [         ]  

A) S.R.M.T       B) Autos  
C) Taxis       D) Buses  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  As per the MV Act 1988, the minimum age for a driver to drive a transport vehicle in any public 

place is_____________. 
 
12.       Renewal of certificate of registration is valid for a period of ______________ years. 
 
13.       ____________ duty calls for joining the duty on the first time in any working day and relieving   
            the duty for the particular crew at the end of duty on the same duty. 
 
14.       Father of scientific management is _______________. 
 
15.      The major factor contributing to road accidents is _________________ 
 
16.      A _____________________ is a subset of supply chain management concerning transportation  
           operations and may be part of an enterprise resource planning system. 
 
17.      As per Automobile Association (AA) garage plan, the sign used to indicate large garages consists of            
            _______________ 
 
18.       The partner who does not take any active part in business is known as ____________.                
 
19.        Bus scheduling is defined as ___________ to be operated/ performed by a bus during the day. 
       
20.  The decreasing rate of charge as the distance travelled increases is _______________________ 

method. 
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Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.       Which of the following is a truly democratic form of ownership?    [ ] 
     A) private Ltd  B) Public Ltd       C) partnership D) co-operative 
 
2.    Which one of the following is not a part of concessional fare systems in city passenger transport     
         systems?            [ ] 
    A) Concessional fare for temple goers B) Cheap fares for physically challenged 
    C) Fares for school / college students D) Travel as you like fare 
  
3.      A learning driving license issued in particular state is      [ ] 
    A) Valid only for that state   B) valid throughout India except Jammu & Kashmir 
    C) Valid throughout India  D) valid in both Tamil Nadu and Kerala 
 
4.      The main objectives of maintenance and service are      [ ] 
    A) To operate in an efficient manner        B) To operate in safe manner                    
    C) To promote service providers                D) To increase operating cost  
 
5.      The interval between arrival and departure at the terminal is known as   [ ] 
    A) Layover time  B) journey time    C) frequency D) round journey time 
 
6.  Which one is a type of transport organizations?       [         ] 

A) Public transport      B) Private Transport  
C) Goods transport      D) All the above 

 
7.        To get the license to drive transport vehicle one should have license for at least  [ ] 
      A) one year of light motor vehicle             B) one year of medium commercial vehicle 
      C) two years of medium commercial vehicle D) one year of heavy commercial vehicle 
 
8. Identify a Highway passenger carrier from the following      [         ]  

A) S.R.M.T       B) Autos  
C) Taxis       D) Buses  

 
9.       A new bus has been inducted into a transport fleet where it should run first?   [ ] 
     A) muffusial route    B) city service 
     C) interstate express service   D) on contract for private parties 
 
10.        In route planning which one is not a relevant data      [ ] 
     A) population      B) VIP’s location 
     C) geographical area in hectares  D) number of stops in a route 
            Cont…..2 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.       ____________ duty calls for joining the duty on the first time in any working day and relieving   
            the duty for the particular crew at the end of duty on the same duty. 
 
12.       Father of scientific management is _______________. 
 
13.      The major factor contributing to road accidents is _________________ 
 
14.      A _____________________ is a subset of supply chain management concerning transportation  
           operations and may be part of an enterprise resource planning system. 
 
15.      As per Automobile Association (AA) garage plan, the sign used to indicate large garages consists of            
            _______________ 
 
16.       The partner who does not take any active part in business is known as ____________.                
 
17.        Bus scheduling is defined as ___________ to be operated/ performed by a bus during the day. 
       
18.  The decreasing rate of charge as the distance travelled increases is _______________________ 

method. 
 
19.  As per the MV Act 1988, the minimum age for a driver to drive a transport vehicle in any public 

place is_____________. 
 
20.       Renewal of certificate of registration is valid for a period of ______________ years. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.      A learning driving license issued in particular state is      [ ] 
    A) Valid only for that state   B) valid throughout India except Jammu & Kashmir 
    C) Valid throughout India  D) valid in both Tamil Nadu and Kerala 
 
2.      The main objectives of maintenance and service are      [ ] 
    A) To operate in an efficient manner        B) To operate in safe manner                    
    C) To promote service providers                D) To increase operating cost  
 
3.      The interval between arrival and departure at the terminal is known as   [ ] 
    A) Layover time  B) journey time    C) frequency D) round journey time 
 
4.        Which one is a type of transport organizations?       [         ] 

A) Public transport      B) Private Transport  
C) Goods transport      D) All the above 

 
5.        To get the license to drive transport vehicle one should have license for at least  [ ] 
      A) one year of light motor vehicle             B) one year of medium commercial vehicle 
      C) two years of medium commercial vehicle D) one year of heavy commercial vehicle 
 
6. Identify a Highway passenger carrier from the following      [         ]  

A) S.R.M.T       B) Autos  
C) Taxis       D) Buses  

 
7.       A new bus has been inducted into a transport fleet where it should run first?   [ ] 
     A) muffusial route    B) city service 
     C) interstate express service   D) on contract for private parties 
 
8.        In route planning which one is not a relevant data      [ ] 
     A) population      B) VIP’s location 
     C) geographical area in hectares  D) number of stops in a route 
 
9.       Which of the following is a truly democratic form of ownership?    [ ] 
     A) private Ltd  B) Public Ltd       C) partnership D) co-operative 
 
10.    Which one of the following is not a part of concessional fare systems in city passenger transport     
         systems?            [ ] 
    A) Concessional fare for temple goers B) Cheap fares for physically challenged 
    C) Fares for school / college students D) Travel as you like fare 

           Cont…..2 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.      The major factor contributing to road accidents is _________________ 
 
12.      A _____________________ is a subset of supply chain management concerning transportation  
           operations and may be part of an enterprise resource planning system. 
 
13.      As per Automobile Association (AA) garage plan, the sign used to indicate large garages consists of            
            _______________ 
 
14.       The partner who does not take any active part in business is known as ____________.                
 
15.        Bus scheduling is defined as ___________ to be operated/ performed by a bus during the day. 
       
16.  The decreasing rate of charge as the distance travelled increases is _______________________ 

method. 
 
17.  As per the MV Act 1988, the minimum age for a driver to drive a transport vehicle in any public 

place is_____________. 
 
18.       Renewal of certificate of registration is valid for a period of ______________ years. 
 
19.       ____________ duty calls for joining the duty on the first time in any working day and relieving   
            the duty for the particular crew at the end of duty on the same duty. 
 
20.       Father of scientific management is _______________. 
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